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Des Cartes, Malebranche, and Locke, have all employed their genius and skill to prove
the existence of a material world: and with very bad success. Poor untaught mortals
believe undoubtedly that there is a sun, moon, and stars; an earth, which we inhabit;
country, friends, and relations, which we enjoy; land, houses; and moveables, which we
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possess. But philosophers, pitying the credulity of the vulgar, resolve to have no faith
but what is founded upon reason. They apply to philosophy to furnish them with
reasons for the belief of those things which all mankind have believed, without being
able to give any reason for it. And surely one would expect, that, in matters of such
importance, the proof would not be difficult: but it is the most difficult thing in the
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world. For these three great men, with the best good will, have not been able, from all
the treasures of philosophy, to draw one argument that is fit to convince a man that can
reason, of the existence of any one thing without him. Admired Philosophy! daughter of
light! parent of wisdom and knowledge! if though art she, surely thou hast not yet arisen
upon the human mind, nor blessed us with more of thy rays than are sufficient to shed a
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darkness visible upon the human faculties, and to disturb that repose and security which
happier mortals enjoy, who never approached thine altar, nor felt thine influence! But if,
indeed, thou hast not power to dispel those clouds and phantoms which thou hast
discovered or created, withdraw this penurious and malignant ray; I despise Philosophy,
and renounce its guidance—let my soul dwell with Common Sense.
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(…) It may be observed, that the defects and blemishes in the received philosophy
concerning the mind, which have most exposed it to the contempt and ridicule of
sensible men, have chiefly been owing to this—that the votaries of this Philosophy,
from a natural prejudice in her favour, have endeavoured to extend her jurisdiction
beyond its just limits, and to call to her bar the dictates of Common Sense. But these
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decline this jurisdiction; they disdain the trial of reasoning, and disown its authority; they
neither claim its aid, nor dread its attacks. In this unequal contest betwixt Common
Sense and Philosophy, the latter will always come off both with dishonour and loss; nor
can she ever thrive till this rivalship is dropt, these encroachments given up, and a
cordial friendship restored: for, in reality, Common Sense holds nothing of Philosophy,
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nor needs her aid. But, on the other hand, Philosophy (if I may be permitted to change
the metaphor) has no other root but the principles of Common Sense; it grows out of

them, and draws its nourishment from them. Severed from this root, its honours wither,
its sap is dried up, it dies and rots. The philosophers of the last age, whom I have
mentioned, did not attend to the preserving this union and subordination so carefully as
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the honour and interest of philosophy required: but those of the present have waged
open war with Common Sense, and hope to make a complete conquest of it by the
subtilties of Philosophy—an attempt no less audacious and vain than that of the giants
to dethrone almighty Jove.
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